Introduction.
In [4] D. K. Harrison introduces preprimes, primes, and valuation preprimes to pave the way for an algebraic number theory in arbitrary commutative rings. He shows [4, §3] that his definitions coincide with the classic definitions of valuation theory when restricted to fields. In this paper the author extends Harrison's results to a large class of rings which includes all Noetherian rings. In addition an analog to the approximation theorem for valuations is developed for this class of rings.
Let R be a commutative ring with unity consisting entirely of zero divisors and units and having finitely-many maximal ideals, for example, the total quotient ring of a Noetherian ring. The adjunction of the word "regular" to a nonempty subset of R will mean that the set contains at least one regular element; i.e., a nonzero divisor. Let X be the set of regular finite primes P of R such that the total quotient ring of P'.P is P. Then all these subrings have few zero divisors [3, p. 203] . The terminology and results of [3] and [4] will be used freely. For any subring A of P and multiplicatively-closed subset S of A consisting of regular elements, we will assume that the ring of quotients As is canonically embedded in P. For two subrings A, B of P, A:B-\xER\xBÇ.A\. In placing the above restriction on R and X, the author is prescribing a situation resembling the situation involved in the classical valuation theory in fields.
Give X the topology generated by taking as basic open sets all sets of the form {PEX | PC\E = 0} where £ is a finite set of regular elements of R. This is not the same topology as Harrison uses in [4, p. 10] . Let X' be the set of closed irreducible subsets C of X such that nC = n{P|PGC| is regular. Give X* the topology which takes sets of the form (CG^I CC\V^0] , for some open subset F of X, as open sets. Let H be the set of all regular valuation preprimes 5 of R such that the total quotient ring of 5:5 is R and topologize ï by using {SGï| SC\E = 0}, for a finite set E of regular elements of R, as basic open sets. A regular valuation pair (.4, P) of R is simply a valuation pair (.4, P) with P regular.
2. Extension of Harrison's results.
Theorem
1. Let P be a regular preprime of R and let A=P:P. P is a valuation preprime of R with R as the total quotient ring of A if and only if (A, P) is a valuation pair of R.
The proof of this assertion is embodied in the following propositions which will show that X* and ï are homeomorphic under the maps CEXt^nC and PEX-+{QEX\PQQ}.
The continuity of these maps is easy to check after the propositions establish their one-oneness. Remarks.
(1) The definition of certain valuation pairs can be weakened. Let (A, P) be such that A is a subring of R whose total quotient ring is R, P a regular prime ideal of A, and for all regular xER\A, there exists yEP such that xyEA\P. Then (A, P) is a valuation pair of R, for if zER\A, then there exists wEP such that z+w is regular. Then z+wER\A implies the existence of yEP such that (z+w)yEA\P.
Hence zyEA\P. The existence of the wEP such that z+w is regular follows by an argument similar to that used by Davis [3, Lemma B, p. 204] and using the fact that P is a regular ideal of A.
(2) A similar result is true for regular valuation preprimes. Let S be a regular preprime such that -SÇ.S, the total quotient ring of S: S is R, and for any finite set E of regular elements of R such that SC\E = 0, there exists a finite prime P of R such that SÇ. For any regular valuation pair (A, P) of R, we have (A, P) ú(As(P), PAsíp)) where S(P) denotes the set of regular elements in the complement of P in A. Hence by the maximality of (A, P), P must be the unique maximal regular ideal of A [3, Lemma A, p. 204].
(4) Let (A, P) be a valuation pair of R. For a regular element xER, if x, x-1£PV4, then there exists y, zEP such that xy, x~lz EA\P. Thus yzEP^(A\P) which is impossible. Thus x or x_1 must be in A. Consequently when (A, P) is a valuation pair of R, A is a quasi-valuation ring [3, p. 203] . On the other hand, if A is a quasivaluation ring and P is its unique maximal regular ideal, then Remark 1 shows that (A, P) is a regular valuation pair of R. [This is Davis' argument again using the fact that
AC\iA:x) is a regular ideal of A.] Then y+up = x~lixiy+up))EP and xiy-\-up)$zP. An argument similar to the one above based on the irreducibility of C shows that the complement of P in R is closed under multiplication of regular elements. Hence x~xEP-Hence for x regular in P\^4, there exists x~lEP such that xx~lEA\P.
By Remark 1 this proves that iA, P) is a valuation pair of P. Note that x~lEA for all regular xGPV4 implies that the total quotient ring of A is P. ¿¿G<2 imply that e¿G<2 so E2i~\Q = 0. Thus EC\Q = 0.
For a valuation preprime P of P, let Cp-{QEX\PQQ]. Proof. Consider the set of all pairs (A, P) where A is a subring of R and P is a prime ideal of A containing I. This inherits the ordering discussed in Remark 3 and in this ordering has a maximal element which is also maximal in the set of all such pairs with no restriction regarding I. Hence this maximal element is a valuation pair satisfying the assertion of the lemma. 
